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Lyynificator system for video image enhancement

This is a new black box system making the really bad almost impossible video into something useable. The name

miracle shall not be used to often but here it is not wrong. Inside the box there is a specially designed FPGA

processor digitizing the video and then mathematically adjust if to cooperate with the eye in the best way. Behind

this invention there are eye specialists which know how to get an image to be as visible as possible even if it is bad.

Lyynificator unit adapts itself to the image in a way adapting to what is best for the eye. This is done at full video

speed with no delays.

Applications are numerous in surveillance and sub sea but also other areas where image quality needs to be

better. Airports and harbours are typical areas where the Lyynificator unit can do a good job.

Preferable the camera shall be a colour camera. Monochrome cameras and intensifiers will get a better image

quality but the difference is not as large as for colour cameras.

Laseroptronix offers optimized cameras for the demanding applications making the best of what this technology

admits.

Features of Lyynificator unit
* Improves video quality on any analogue PAL/NTSC colour Video camera dramatically

* Designed to make low contrast and low level video more pleasant to view

* Automatic functions needs no skilled operator and easy set up

* Compensates for bad weather, darkness  and low contrast for any type of analogue video

* Makes the standard colour video camera into the area of low level colour TV viewing

* Black box on the cable design easy to use on old camera installations

* Operate with the new high dynamic Laseroptronix camera solutions for best image quality

* Based on advanced FPGA and new software combined with medical knowledge about eye.



Aircrafts in a sand storm. This middle east airport have sand storms and problems to see over the area. All particles

reduce sight a lot. By adding a Lyynification solution we can get a far better image quality and contrast. We can use

the old cameras or use specially optimized cameras for best image quality.

Foggy morning at airport entrance. Here the fog is so dense so even short range cameras have severe problems.

All is getting white and is often called white out.

The black box design is added to the cable and no settings need to be adjusted. It just works from start up with no

problems.

Low level camera application outdoor. Here the colour camera is out of range and image is very dark. Lyyn

system can still get the weak colours and enhance them to be acceptable for the human eye. Here the eye can get

support in getting colours at twilight for better detection.

Pls note the fine

colour balance



Aircraft at gate. The left image is almost impossible to use for the eye. It is just thick white fog and no contracts.

After Lyyn preparation the very low levels of contrast has been detected and enhanced to give an image at right

side. This is not the best but it is useable and far better than the original view.

Fog in the garden. Here we show a square

window function available in system. It is easy to select a square anywhere in the image and only process the Lyyn

filter here.

Image intensified camera image. Lyyn filters prefer colour images but works on monochrome images with reduced

performance. Here we have an image intensified camera with green phosphorous which was Lyyn processed.

Image is a bit uneven but the chopper is improved a lot.

We can get a substantial improvement on any ICCD and monochrome camera. Here we handle contrast and not

colours. Colour cameras do get the colour output which is of high value.
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The true power of Lyyn Black box is that the visibility enhancement is done in
real-time in a live video stream. And you can also use it on stored material. Use
the LYYN to enhance the feed from a surveillance camera in a video security
system.
Or to enhance a video tape in a camera brought back to office after some police
fieldwork.
Or wherever you need to see more with video.
Connect it inbetween the camera and a monitor,
TV set or VCR and you are up and running. With controls for enhancement level
and size and position of a rectangular selection of the scene you can always
make sure to catch the object on film, and see it.

If you need visibility aid in the field you connect the Lyyn unit inbetween your
camera and an external screen. The screen will show enhanced visibility real-
time, helping you zooming and focusing on the right object.

The pictures speak for themselves.
In any situation where you need a clear view the Lyynification method is the
solution. This includes all from bad weather to low levels of light

Model number Lyynificator unit

Supported video formats Analog PAL and NTSC
Frame rate PAL: 25 fps, NTSC: 30 fps
Sources Real-time live video feed
Stored material, e.g. from VHS player, video camera, etc.
Buffering 1 frame
Delay PAL: 1/25 second, NTSC: 1/30 second
Image settings Lyynification level
Connectors BNC analog video, NTSC/PAL auto sensing
Casing Metal casing. Stand alone.
Power 12V DC, 2,5A
Operating conditions 5-50°C (41-122 °F)
Humidity 20-80% RH (non-condensing)
Included Accessories Power supply 12V DC, 12V car plug
Video cable, BNC connectors
2 BNC to RCA video connector adaptors
Approvals CE
Dimensions 54x172x184 (HxWxD in mm)
Weight  925g, excl. power supply

Sub sea viewing is described in

an other document. Here Lyyn

filters are very successful and do

a great job. The capability to see

through and to improve contrast

is the keys for success.


